


All games below are included in the SPECTACULAR SAPPHIRE game suite!

In LINE ACTION players may choose between the following core games:

THRILLER JACKPOTS features these proven top-performing CASH FEVER™ HOT & WiLD standalone progressive titles:

In GYPSY MOON™, the Gypsy is wild. Three or 
more scattered Astro Sign symbols trigger the Gy-
psy Moon Free Game Feature, where players can 
win up to 600(!) free games. The CASH FEVER™ 
Bonus is triggered by three CASH FEVER symbols 
anywhere on the screen.

In TREASURES OF THE PYRAMIDS™ players 
will love the Stacked Symbol Feature where in 
each spin, one symbol appears stacked on all 
5 reels giving the players more chances to win. 
Three CASH FEVER symbols anywhere trigger 
the CASH FEVER Bonus.

Meet the majestic Tiger which acts as the top 
symbol as well as a two-position high wild sym-
bol in Golden Jungle™. Each Statue symbol 
that appears will activate a Wild icon displayed 
above the reel. Collecting four icons turns the 
entire reel wild for three spins.

All Knights in KNIGHT‘s TALE™ act as wilds for 
all symbols. Golden Knights appear on reel 1 and 
goldify all Black Knights on the same reel. Each 
Golden Knight awards a bonus game. The bonus 
games can be played at any time with any bet.

Dive into the beautiful underwater world of 
KING OF ATLANTIS™. Stacked symbols and
GIGANTIC WILDS™ give players the chance for 
great wins. The Poseidon Free Spins Bonus is trig-
gered by the Gigantic Wild and the Bonus symbol. 

Experience the magic valley with the beautiful
adies in LASTING MOMENTS™. Be curious
as to what the Golden Fountain reveals for you 
during the Fountain Bonus. The well-known 
WILD STAYS MOVES AND PAYS™ feature increa-
ses the winning chances.

I LOVE FRUITS™ is a classic slot game with all 
symbols appearing stacked except the Heart 
symbol. Therefore the game o� ers good chan-
ces for very high wins.

The unique Babylon Re-Spin in SECRETS 
OF BABYLON™ locks the trigger symbols, 
while the remaining positions keep spin-
ning for six re-spins, or until all positions are
locked. Each additional locked symbol increa-
ses the bonus win amount.

CLASSIC SLOTS features the following traditional volatile, low-line games:

TENSION SLOTS adapts this successful core game title to a 10-line version:

In GOLDIFY™ players can “goldify” symbols 
by touching them. The base games‘ volatility 
depends on the player selection and so does 
the bonus.

OCEAN MAGIC™ has an action-packed base 
game with Wild Bubbles moving from bottom 
to top. The entertaining Bubble Pick determines
the number of free games. This game creates 
even more action by activating the Bubble 
Boost feature.


